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Abstract
With the fast monetary turn of events, the dirt condition has been dirtied in shifting quantity. The nature of the dirt in the significant granule delivering regions influences the sanitation and individual wellbeing. So as to examine the substantial metals and pesticides contamination organization, the dirt isolated into units. One inspecting point chosen in every unit. Right off the bat, the area of testing focuses had been guaranteed by the plane soil of inspecting focuses had been gathered. The substance and conveyance of overwhelming metal components in built-up soil was concentrated to survey the substantial metal incorporated contamination and conceivably natural risks. The outcomes demonstrated that the dirtied quantity of every overwhelming metal and insect killer were unique. Finally, the spatial conveyance guides of each sort of poisons had been done dependent on ArcGIS. The outcomes demonstrated that the substance of substantial metal had high amassing in soil by correlation with the foundation grouping of soil components. The substantial metals incorporated contamination from sky-scraping to squat is modern professional flowerbed. The possibly natural hazard is reasonable in modern territory and traffic zone, however it is light in rural areas farm-land and greenhouse.
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Introduction
During the time spent building a natural area, individuals have been giving extraordinary consideration to the dirt biological condition. Urban soil as a significant piece of built-up condition has impacted the built-up biological condition eminence and the soundness of living being. With the increasing speed of township, a great deal of contamination from industry and transport has into soil, making the dirt nature change. As a sort of lasting poisonous contamination, overwhelming metal can't be bio-degraded. The overwhelming metallic content in soil could contaminate shell water and land water.

Fig 1. Heavy Metal Soil Pollution Sources
Consequently, substantial metal contamination in soil is extraordinary anxiety and interesting issue in the investigation of global ecological soil engineering. Substantial metal sources, as appeared in Fig 1, not just affected and natural elements of urban soil yet in addition imperilled human wellbeing through tidies and legitimately contact. It was accounted for that an incredible number of built-up kids through hands and oral cavity. Likewise, a ton of luggage demonstrated incredible consideration to talk about the level of substantial metal contamination and survey expected natural risk in municipal soil, however there was no statement about urban areas. The paper examinations and assesses the appropriation highlight and the biological danger of five overwhelming element to proposing logical confirmations to the natural condition development and practical utilization of soil asset.

The economy has been quickly evolved as of late. With the financial turn of events, township has been quickened. A lot of compost and bug killer had been utilized to expand food creation. Substantial metallic pursuit and organo-chlorine pesticides have dirt contamination of the principle grain delivering zones has been increasingly genuine. The dirt contamination could affect the sanitation and human solid. In light of GPS & GIS, the overwhelming metals and organo-chlorina bug killer contamination had been researched and considered.

Fig 2. ArcGIS Flowchart for Soil Pollution
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